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Microsoft Surface Pro Type Cover mobile device
keyboard (FMN-00006)
Surface Pro Type Cover - Accelerometer, 292g
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 103.97 €
Eco fees: 0.00 €
VAT 21 %: 21.83 €

Product details:
Product code: FMN-00006
EAN: 0889842205299
Manufacturer: Microsoft

125.80 €
* VAT included
Description
The next generation of Type Cover, made for Surface Pro 4, offers the most advanced Surface typing experience yet.
Compatible with Surface Pro 3 and Surface Pro 4, and new Surface Pro.
Tablet to laptop in a snap
Fully redesigned, the Surface Pro 4 Type Cover is thinner and lighter than before with improved magnetic stability for
lap use. It also has a mechanical keyboard with optimal key spacing for fast and fluid typing, plus an enlarged track pad
for precision control and navigation.
Full-laptop experience
Surface Pro 4 Type Cover has a new improved design with slightly spread out keys for a more familiar and efficient
typing experience. The two-button trackpad is now larger for precision control and navigation.
Work the way you want
The keyboard is sturdy with enhanced magnetic stability along the fold, so you can adjust it to the right angle and work
on your lap, on the plane, or at your desk. Since it's designed just for Surface, the Surface Pro 4 Type Cover easily
clicks into place to go from tablet to laptop instantly.
Protective and productive
Fold Surface Pro 4 Type Cover back like a magazine for a tablet experience with Surface Pro 4. The keys are disabled
when the cover is flipped back to avoid inadvertent typing. When you close Surface Pro 4 Type Cover over the display,
it functions as a protective shell, shielding the screen from bumps and scratches.
Make it yours
Surface Pro 4 Type Cover is made from premium materials and feels soft to the touch yet sturdy and quieter when
typing. It's available in multiple colors so you can express your personal style. Plus Surface Pro 4 Type Cover is backlit,
so you can continue working after the lights go out.
Main specifications:

Design
Colour of product:
Cover:
Cable lock slot:
Protection features:

Black
Y
N
Scratch resistant

Performance
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Pointing device:

Microsoft
Surface Pro 3Surface Pro 4Surface Pro
Touchpad

Fingerprint reader:
USB hub:
Numeric keypad:
Keyboard layout:
Keyboard language:
Windows keys:
Accelerometer:

N
N
N
AZERTY
Belgian
Y
Y

Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology:
Device interface:

Docking
Microsoft Cover port

Weight & dimensions
Width:
Depth:
Height:
Weight:

295 mm
216 mm
4.65 mm
292 g

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

